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The Economic Case for Early Adoption of
Facilities Management

By
Barry McAuley MSc, BSc (H), Dip.Eng
Dr. Alan V. Hore
Dr Roger West
Dr John Wall

THE IRISH ECONOMY
 €38.4 billion in 2007 / €10.5 billion
by the end of 2011
 €300 million a year through simple
actions - SEI
 State contracts worth up to €16
billion a year – Irish Government
 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by up to 20% by the year 2020 – EU
 Traditional method of construction
needs to be re-engineered

MIXED METHODOLOGY

Case
Study

Interviews

Questionnaire

CASE STUDY
 Opened in 2007 and was constructed
for an initial €60 million
 Financial plan proposed saving
initiatives in the region of €1.2 million
over three years
 Better Energy Management Plan
totaling €182,000 that generated
savings of up to € 360,363 over the
three year period
 Interviews with Current Facilities
Management Team and former
Construction Management Team

BETTER ENERGY MANAGEMENT PLAN

CASE STUDY RESULTS
Poor design choices and inadequate
planning
Energy Management Scheme could have
been realised during construction
Early collaboration between the Facilities
Manager and the design team, would have
been reduced life cycle costs.
The practical approach by the Facilities
Manager, could have helped to avoid
counterproductive design details
Facilities Manager suffering from a
managerial identify crisis having been
confined to the lower levels of Management

QUESTIONNAIRE
 Online Survey through Survey Monkey
 Target Audience
 Facility Managers
 Project Managers
 Architects
 5 Different Sections
 Life Cycle Cost
 Best Environmental Practice
 A More Innovative Approach
 Role in the Construction Process
 Business Function
 A total of 51 Replies

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
All of the respondents agreed in some form that the
Facility Manager should be introduced into the
construction management stage at an early level.
98% agreement the Facilities Manager if
introduced at the design and construction stage can
help highlight best environmental practices.
92% agreed that a better approach would be the
partnering of the Project and Facilities Manager
along with the Design Team
Facilities Manager would best serve if they were
integrated into the design stage in a consultant role.
86% of the respondents believed that irrespective of
its potential as a business strategy, it was still not
considered an actual profession

MIXED METHODOLOGY RESULTS
 Early collaboration between the Facilities
Manager and the design team would have
resulted in reduced life cycle costs
 Adopt a more practical approach in avoiding
counterproductive designs in favour of a more
passive building
 Innovative approach of partnering the Project
and Facilities Manager along with the Design
Team throughout the Construction Stage
 A vital experience to external visitors and was
central to the clinics business goals
 Facilities Departments are still only viewed at
an operational level and is still not considered
an actual profession.

CONCLUSION
 Facilities Manager, if introduced into the beginning
of a structures lifecycle, has the potential to
increase sustainability and in the process promote
best construction practice.
 Operational needs of the client are addressed at the
onset of construction
 Continue to play the silent partner, unless it begins
to promote itself as the key business strategy.
 FM process begins to move towards creating
interactive capabilities, in order, to portray its
financial worth to an organisation

QUESTIONS

